Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories
GL- Class

Live life large

We all remember the trips… the entire family in the back
of the station wagon singing songs and playing games
to pass the time along the way. It’s part of growing up in
America.
But looking back through the prism of time may have colored
that great memory a bit. In reality, space was tight, for
both passengers and gear. And perhaps there was more
quarreling than music and merriment.
The Mercedes-Benz GL-Class gives you the opportunity to
give your family the experiences you cherish from your
childhood… but with certain modern advantages to turn
“Are we there yet?” into “Are we there already?” It offers
power, luxury, and comfort that have their roots in the long
history of Mercedes-Benz excellence and on a scale that
your modern life demands.
The full line of Genuine Mercedes-Benz Accessories embody
that excellence in their design, their engineering, and
how they help you live your life… in the biggest of ways.
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tubular steel grille guard
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 8]

aldhanab 19" 7-spoke wheel
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 8]

1
tubular steel side step bars
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 9]
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roof rack cross bars
with roof cargo container, large
[see chapter UTILITY & CARE P. 24 & 28]

Stuff and style
Living life large requires a delicate balance of stuff and style.
The stuff you need grows as your family does. And Mercedes-Benz
has an accessory for virtually every object and every occasion.
Together, they help you enjoy the wide-open spaces outdoors with
bikes and skis and Fido… and help you enjoy the wide-open
spaces inside your GL-Class with storage for it all and much more.
And living life large means always going in style. Your style.
GL-Class accessories are designed to give you everything you need
for the way you live your life and to do so in uncompromising,
unmatched style.
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APPEARANCE leads you to stylish products to add a personal look
to your Mercedes-Benz–inside and outside.

chrome door handle inserts
[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 9]

ENTERTAINMENT & COMMUNICATION connects you with the
outer world and keeps you entertained while part of the inner
world of your vehicle.
UTILITY & CARE offers articles to enhance the functionality of
your Mercedes-Benz.
LIFESTYLE COLLECTION provides an assortment of unique products
that complement your Mercedes-Benz and your personal lifestyle.

contents
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mud flaps

[see chapter APPEARANCE P. 9]
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Tubular Steel Side Step Bars [ P. 9] | 2

Porrima 20" 5-Spoke Wheel [ P. 10] | 3

Tubular Steel Grille Guard [ P. 8]

Indulge your alter ego
Undeniably, wheels make a statement. They can be
aggressive, adventurous, luxurious… anything you want.
Even if you use your GL-Class as the ultimate family
vehicle, the right wheels and appearance accessories can
tailor yours to express a little of yourself.
Mercedes-Benz understands that you don’t have to surrender
everything in the name of utility and practicality.
Engineered to the highest standards, each accessory wheel
and every appearance accessory makes a distinct statement…
You decide which one.

Front Skid Plate / Rear Skid Plate1

Tubular Steel Grille Guard

Help protect the underside of your GL-Class from road debris and rocks
in style with our rugged, exceptionally attractive, polished stainless
steel skid plates. Front plate is a striking complement to our Tubular
Steel Grille Guard (sold separately). Front and rear skid plates sold
individually. | Rear skid plate not shown |

Give your GL-Class an aggressive look with this rugged polished steel guard.
Factory-designed to structurally integrate into the front end of the GL-Class.
Not for AMG models and vehicles with Parktronic (audio-visual parking assistance system).
Consumers are advised to confirm in advance with the motor vehicle authority in the state where
their GL-Class is registered if the grille guard bars comply with license plate mounting and
visibility requirements.

Aldhanab 19" 7-Spoke Wheel
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Chrome Door Handle Inserts
Help protect your finish from scratches and add a touch of style
with a set of four chrome door handle inserts.

Mud Flaps2
Designed to match the contours of the GL-Class, these durable
formed black plastic mud flaps will help protect your
vehicle and followers from loose road debris, rocks and salty
road spray. | Available in pairs for the front and the rear |

Tubular Steel Side Step Bars
Use these polished heavy-duty stainless steel side step bars to ease entry
and egress, or simply to enhance the proﬁle of your GL-Class. Features
integrated rubber-lined steps and a snug fit to the contours of the vehicle.
Not for AMG models and AMG bodystyling.

1 Not for AMG models and vehicles
with Off Road Package.
2 Front Mud Flaps cannot be fitted
with Side Running Board.
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Porrima 20" 5-Spoke Wheel

Aldhanab 19" 7-Spoke Wheel

Wheel Hub Inserts

Finish: sterling silver

Finish: sterling silver

Wheel Size: 8.5J x 20 ET56
Tire Size: 275 /50 R20

Wheel Size: 8.5J x 19 ET 56
Tire Size: 275 /55 R19

Add an attractive finishing touch to your wheels with
these inserts. Three styles available:
Silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Left |
Titanium silver with chrome Three-Pointed Star | Center |
Classic Star & Laurel design in blue | Right |

20" 5-Spoke Wheel

19" 5-Twin-Spoke Wheel

18" 5-Spoke Wheel

Wheel Locks

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Finish: titanium silver

Wheel Size: 8.5J x 20 ET56
Tire Size: 275 /50 R20

Wheel Size: 8.5J x 19 ET56
Tire Size: 275 /55 R19

Wheel Size: 8J x 18 ET 53
Tire Size: 265 /60 R18

Chrome-plated wheel locks can
provide a subtle but effective
security touch to your GL-Class,
helping to protect your light
alloy wheels and tires from theft.
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Tire Valve Stem Caps
A perfect finishing touch, these
chrome plated solid brass valve-stem
caps dress-up any wheel.
Each a set of four. Available in
black, silver or AMG designs.

Accessory wheels are only for specified tire sizes and may require use
of wheel bolts other than those originally supplied with your vehicle. Failure
to use proper equipment could result in an accident or vehicle damage.
See your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer for details and installation.
Not compatible with snow chains. Serious wheel and tire damage may occur
if the vehicle is operated on rough or damaged road surfaces or upon
encountering road debris or obstacles.
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License Plate Frames [A]
Choose from four quality stainless steel designs in an assortment of durable finishes to enhance
the appearance of your license plates without blocking registration tags in all four corner
locations. Design styles include: Mercedes-Benz frame, Slimline frame, AMG Logo frame, and
Star Marque solid plate. Please see INDEX for finish options for each design.

polished

black powder
coat

black pearl

carbon fiber

[A]

[B]

Wood & Leather Steering Wheel

Trunk Handle [B]

Add a touch of distinctive elegance to your GL-Class with this steering wheel, made
from durable richly-grained leather and hand-burnished burl walnut wood.
Charcoal, ash or stone leather available. | Availability may be initially delayed |

Made of stainless steel in polished ﬁnish, this handle attaches to the license
plate to help prevent ﬁngerprints and reduce the possibility of scratching
the finish on your GL-Class. Also available in satin finish. | Not shown |

satin
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Blue Illuminated Door Sills
Light-up your GL-Class in eye-catching style each time you open the front door with these
luminous blue-colored “Mercedes-Benz” stainless steel door sills. Available with black,
grey or beige trim colors to coordinate with your vehicle. | Available for front door sills only |
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Wood & Leather Steering Wheel [ see chapter APPEARANCE P. 12] | 2

Navigation System [P. 17] | 3

iPod® Integration [ P. 21]

Mercedes-Benz Navigation System3
The world is changing every day.
16/17
Available as a factory or dealer-installed option, the Mercedes-Benz
Navigation System is an in-dash console that combines Global
Positioning System (GPS) technology with detailed electronic maps
to allow you to plan trips, navigate detours and help prevent you
from getting lost. (Vehicle location is determined by the GPS system.)
The system covers more than 4.6 million miles of navigable roads
in the 48 contiguous United States, plus Hawaii and Canada.
The Navigation System also offers 1.6 million Points Of Interest in
40 categories including ATMs, hospitals, hotels, airports, museums
and more.

NavUpdate Data
Your Mercedes-Benz Navigation System relies upon a detailed
electronic map to guide you to your destinations and help you find the
services and attractions that you need and want in your daily life.
But things are constantly changing out there. Roads are added or
diverted, restaurants open and close, hotels and hospitals are built,
ATMs move. In fact, as much as 20 percent of the navigation data
available for this system is updated every year.
That is why Mercedes-Benz offers updated navigation data available
for purchase from your authorized Mercedes-Benz dealer to
help ensure that you always have current navigation information.

3 Navigation system data represents the 48 contiguous United States, plus Hawaii and Canada.
Directional assistance provided only when GPS coverage is available. Maps do not cover all
areas nor all routes within an area. While the navigation system provides directional assistance,
the driver must remain focused on safe driving behavior, including paying attention to
traffic and street signs. The driver should utilize the system’s audio cues while driving and
should only consult the map or verbal displays once the vehicle has been stopped in a safe place.
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Rear-Seat Entertainment System8
Being a passenger has never been so entertaining.

Who’s riding in your back seat? Your kids’ favorite superhero,
a dashing leading man, or maybe it’s your favorite comedienne?
With the Mercedes-Benz Rear-Seat Entertainment System,
you can bring along your favorite DVDs and your back seat becomes your own personal movie theater.
Your passengers are entertained and because DVD audio plays
over wireless headsets, the driver can concentrate on driving
with fewer distractions.
The Mercedes-Benz Entertainment System includes:
A state-of-the-art DVD player mounted under the second
seat row to protect it from everyday wear and tear
A high-resolution 7" LCD color display that conveniently
folds away when not in use for additional security
A specially designed, child-friendly remote control
featuring a sliding cover that exposes key buttons such
as Play, Pause, Rewind and Fast Forward. Picture quality
controls and other advanced user options remain covered
Two high-quality wireless headsets for tangle-free
operation and easy storage
Auxiliary jack enables the use of gaming devices
(gaming hardware not included )
The Entertainment System supports movies in DVD format
and music in CD, DVD and MP3 formats.

Headphones

Remote-Control

8 Mercedes-Benz recommends that children
be supervised while using the system.

iPod® Integration 9
Your music. Your Mercedes-Benz.
20/21
Taking your personal music collection with you wherever
you go has never been easier. Mercedes-Benz now offers seamless
integration of your iPod into the audio system of your GL-Class.
With an interface that is compatible with any dock-connector
equipped iPod device, your iPod charges even while playing.
Steering wheel controls and a visual display of the track information
make your iPod a perfect fit with your Mercedes-Benz.
Control your iPod via steering wheel buttons:
Volume control, Select, Change menu
Navigate within the current iPod music menu
Display of current iPod selection
Illustration representative of actual dashboard display

9 iPod is a registered product of Apple Computer.
All iPod devices are sold separately.

Automatic Audio Sensing Switch (not shown)
Allows you to keep the existing AUX-Input Jack
when installing the iPod Kit, so you can connect
devices such as MP3 Players in addition to your iPod.
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Roof Cargo Container, Large [ P. 28] | 2

Basic Carriers [ P. 26]

Crossbar
Style on top of your Mercedes-Benz

Take all the gear you need for the
jungle… concrete or otherwise.
Whether you travel city streets or take the road
less traveled, there always seems to be
an abundance of gear that accompanies you.
Mercedes-Benz offers a full complement of
utility accessories to help haul it, manage it, and
organize it. Not aftermarket or afterthought,
these accessories are specifically designed to
fit your vehicle and maintain the Mercedes-Benz
level of quality.
Whether your family is headed for civilization
or running away from it, Genuine Mercedes-Benz
Accessories help you do it in style. With your
accessorized GL-Class, the road less traveled
doesn’t have to be the road less civilized.

Mercedes-Benz is offering two alternative basic
roof carriers: Crossbar (shown on the right) and
Roof Rack Basic Carrier (shown on page 27).
Please note that bikes can only be transported
with the Roof Rack Basic Carrier.

Crossbar
for Ski- & Snowboard Rack and Roof Cargo Containers
The elegant design of this Crossbar makes it a visually appealing alternative to the Roof Rack Basic Carrier.
It is an essential component for attaching a wide assortment of items to the top of your vehicle. You can securely attach
and lock ski & snowboard rack or a cargo container (sold separately). Available in black or chrome. Comes in a set of 2.

For bike transportation
use Roof Rack Basic Carrier.
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Ski & Snowboard Rack – Deluxe
for Crossbar or Roof Rack Basic Carrier
This rack holds up to six pairs of skis or four snowboards and features a pull-out function
that makes for easier loading and unloading without the need to reach across the roof of
the car. Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier or Crossbar (sold separately).

Ski & Snowboard Rack – Standard
for Crossbar or Roof Rack Basic Carrier
This rack is made to tote up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards atop your GL-Class.
Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately), which can accommodate two Ski &
Snowboard Racks.

utility & care

Roof Rack Basic Carrier
Universal functionality for your Mercedes-Benz

Bicycles may be mounted to the bicycle
rack before affixing to the carrier

Roof Rack Basic Carrier
for all Mercedes-Benz roof carrier systems

Storage Bag
for Roof Rack Basic Carrier or Crossbar

Our basic carrier is an essential component for attaching a wide assortment of items to the
top of your GL-Class. After easy installation, you can securely attach and lock bicycles,
ski & snowboard racks, or a cargo container. (Racks and containers are sold separately.)

Protect your Roof Rack Basic Carrier in this nylon bag when
not attached to your GL-Class. Also suitable for Crossbar.
Storage bag cannot accommodate both Roof Rack Basic Carrier and Crossbar
simultaneously.
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Spiral Lock for Bicycle Rack
Secure your bicycles with this anti-theft mechanism which locks them
separately from the bicycle carrier. Available with a holder for one or
two bicycles.

Bicycle Rack
for Roof Rack Basic Carrier
This rack securely holds a single bicycle and attaches to the
Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately). Up to three bicycle
racks may be supported on the Roof Rack Basic Carrier.

utility & care

Roof Cargo Containers
Create additional space for sports equipment and luggage with one of our
aerodynamic, high-quality roof containers designed to complement your
GL-Class. Constructed of lightweight, yet exceptionally durable, impact-tested
thermoplastic material. Features pressurized struts for easy lid operation
and a security lock. Comes in silver finish, which may be painted to match the
body of your GL-Class.
Small model holds 11.5 cubic feet. Medium model holds 14 cubic feet.
Large model holds 16 cubic feet. All models have a maximum load capacity
of 110 lbs. Requires Roof Rack Basic Carrier (sold separately).
Always comply with vehicle maximum load requirements. See vehicle operation manual for details.

[large]

[small]

[medium]
medium]

Ski Bag (not shown)

Luggage Set for Roof Cargo Container

Ski Rack Insert

Protect your skis with this ski bag.
For transportation in the small or
large Roof Cargo Container. For up
to two pair of skis.

This set of four sporty and functional bags is designed to ﬁt inside our Small or Large Roof Cargo
Containers (sold separately). Constructed of durable,
weather resistant materials. Shoulder straps
included.

Securely hold up to three pairs of skis
and poles with this rack. Designed
for use in our Small Roof Cargo Container
(sold separately).
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The laden bicycle rack can be pivoted downwards,
allowing the rear hatch to be opened

When rack is unladen, simply fold down the vertical
bar to gain access to the rear hatch
Hitch-Mounted Bicycle Rack 10
This bicycle rack includes numerous updated design features to
keep one or two bikes secure and your GL-Class protected
against damage. One innovative feature allows secured bicycles
to pivot for cargo area access (pictured). Requires Trailer Hitch
(sold separately).
Not for vehicles with Parktronic (audio-visual parking assistance system).

10 Bicycle rack not intended
for driving when
horizontally pivoted.

Hitch-Mounted Bicycle Rack Extension Kit (not shown)

Trailer Hitch

Allows a third bicycle to be mounted to a pre-existing
Mercedes-Benz bicycle rack.

Take advantage of your GL-Class’ considerable
hauling capacity with our Class III trailer hitch,
capable of towing up to 5,000 lbs. Designed
especially for Mercedes-Benz with a corrosionresistant surface treatment.

utility & care

Net, Floor

Reversible Cargo Mat

Versatile and convenient, strong and durable nylon nets
help you to secure objects in the back of your GL-Class.
Rear net may be attached to either the loading sill or
third-row seat. Each net is sold separately.

This non-slip mat pulls double duty to protect the interior carpet of your GL-Class with
a smooth, grippy side and a soft fabric side. Fabric side available in black, grey or
beige. Easily converts to one of four configurations. Constructed of highly durable
100% polyester.

Collapsible Shopping Crate
Make your next trip to the market more
convenient with this collapsible shopping
crate. To save space, it folds flat when not
in use. Dimensions folded: 2 x 13 x 18".

Antislip Mat
Prevents slipping of the items placed in the trunk.
Tailored to perfectly ﬁt dimensions of the cargo area.
Made of oil resistant polyester.
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Battery Trickle Charger
For those extended periods when
your GL-Class will not be used,
this charging device will help ensure
that your battery is fully energized
when you need it.

Cargo Area Tray & Cargo Box
Protect the cargo area of your GL-Class with this large tray with 2" sides. Formed
from durable, easy-to-clean plastic to fit your vehicle. Use optional cargo box to
support and keep in place tall objects, such as grocery bags. Cargo box sold separately.

utility & care

All - Season Floor Mat Set
These custom-designed rubber ﬂoor mats are a great way
to keep the carpet in your GL-Class in top condition.
Deep channels trap water, mud and melting snow. Easy
to clean. Available in black, grey or beige. Set of four
for front and middle row seats and set of two for 3rd row
seats. 3rd row seats sold separately.

All-Weather Floor Liners

Vehicle Cover

Designed speciﬁcally to match the precise contours of the ﬂoor of your GL-Class,
these quality flexible plastic floor liners feature high sides to contain dirt
and liquids for the best possible carpet protection. Set includes four tailored floor
liners. Available in black, grey and beige. Set of four for front and middle
row seats and set of two for 3rd row seats. 3rd row seats sold separately.

This UV-resistant 3-layer cover helps protect the ﬁnish of your
GL-Class from the elements. Made from breathable Noah®
fabric, it combines an excellent fit with durable construction.
Lock and cable available separately.

Mercedes-Benz Car Care
Maintain and protect your investment.
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Car Care Kit

Wheel & Tire Care Kit

Leather Chamois

Cleans, restores and protects. Includes seven
specialty products, 3.5-gallon bucket with
convenient mesh pocket skirt for storage, car
care manual and two reusable applicator
pads. Products: Leather Seat Care, Interior
Care, Quick Wipe, Paint Cleaner, Paint
Care, Car Shampoo and Wheel Care; all
formulated for Mercedes-Benz by Meguiar’s.

Keeps wheels and tires looking their best. Includes
our richly formulated Tire Care gel for long-term
prevention of tire discoloration and dulling, plus our
high-performance Wheel Care formula to help dissolve
brake dust and road grime.

Soft, pliable and absorbent leather to gently
wipe away water without leaving streaks or water
marks on your GL-Class.

Equipped with an ergonomically designed wheel brush
to reach hard-to-clean areas without scratching painted
surfaces. Stows together in a durable, zippered case.

Thick, 100 % Merino wool pile helps apply car
shampoo, capture dirt and grime, and reduce paint
surface scratches. Large shape and elasticized
wrist comfortably accommodates all hand sizes.

UVS-100TM Sunshade

Rear-Seat Cover

Sheepskin Seat Inserts

Think of it as SPF 100 for your dashboard.
Helps prevent sun damage to the
interior while keeping the inside cooler.
Practical and durable. Made of
reflective fabric laminated to a foam core.

This durable rear-seat cover is made of high-strength
polyester with a vinyl backing. So, whether you’re
carrying wet gear or your four-legged best friend, your
GL-Class is protected. Available for the 2nd and the
3rd row seats.

Cool in the summer and warm in the winter,
these sheepskin seat inserts are tailored
to the front seat to provide an excellent fit and
long-term comfort. Set of two. Available in
black, beige or grey.

Sheepskin Washmitt

utility & care

